Map Printer to a personal PC

For windows: check this site:
http://www.stthomas.edu/irt/students/print/howtoprint/mappingprinters/maptopersonalpcstudents/

The List of printers you can add in the library:

On the lower level:
MSL010-2030

On the first floor:
MSL103-1000-C [color printer]
MSL103-429

On the second floor:
MSL209-441 (computer lab)
MSL216-442 (by the circulation desk)
MSL207-2028 (by the computer lab)

On the third floor:
MSL305-2032

For Mac, follow this instructions:
http://www.stthomas.edu/irt/students/print/howtoprint/mappingprinters/maptopersonalmacstudents/

Mac requires url to add the printers. Enter the following url for the printer you choose:

On the lower level:
smb://ust-pm3p/MSL010-2030

On the first floor:
smb://ust-pm3p/MSL103-1000-C [color printer]
smb://ust-pm3p/MSL103-429

On the second floor:
smb://ust-pm3p/MSL209-441 (computer lab)
smb://ust-pm3p/MSL216-442 (by the circulation desk)
smb://ust-pm3p/MSL207-2028 (by the computer lab)

On the third floor:

smb://ust-pm3p/MSL305-2032